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What really happened during Barack Obama’s reelection campaign?



Public opinion during the 2012 campaign



Romney winning the debate on 3 Oct 2012



The pundits speak

I Karl Rove, Wall Street Journal, 7 Oct: “Mr. Romney’s bounce is significant.”
I Nate Silver, New York Times, 6 Oct: “Mr. Romney has not only improved his own

standing but also taken voters away from Mr. Obama’s column.”



Xbox during the 2012 campaign



Xbox polling hub







Xbox estimates, adjusting for demographics



Xbox estimates, adjusting for demographics and partisanship





Compare to the raw data





Stan overview

I Fit open-ended Bayesian models
I Specify log posterior density in C++
I Hamiltonian No-U-Turn sampler
I Autodiff
I Runs from R/Python/Matlab/. . .
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Polarized Parties: Foreign Policy
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Polarized Parties: Foreign Policy
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Polarized Parties: Domestic Policy











Jimmy Carter Republicans and George W. Bush Democrats









Birthdays: The beginning





Chris Mulligan’s data graph



Matt Stiles’s heatmap



Aki Vehtari’s decomposition



The blessing of dimensionality

I We learned by looking at 366 questions at once!

I Next, see what happens when you study one question at a time . . .



Ovulation and the color of clothing



Ovulation and voting



The famous study of social priming





Daniel Kahneman (2011):

“When I describe priming studies to
audiences, the reaction is often disbelief
. . . The idea you should focus on, however,
is that disbelief is not an option. The
results are not made up, nor are they
statistical flukes. You have no choice but
to accept that the major conclusions of
these studies are true.”





The attempted replication



Daniel Kahneman (2011):

“When I describe priming
studies to audiences, the reaction
is often disbelief . . . The idea you
should focus on, however, is that
disbelief is not an option. The
results are not made up, nor are
they statistical flukes. You have
no choice but to accept that the
major conclusions of these studies
are true.”

Wagenmakers et al. (2014):

“[After] a long series of failed
replications . . . disbelief does in
fact remain an option.”



Alan Turing (1950):

“I assume that the reader is familiar
with the idea of extra-sensory perception,
and the meaning of the four items of it,
viz. telepathy, clairvoyance, precognition
and psycho-kinesis. These disturbing
phenomena seem to deny all our usual
scientific ideas. How we should like to
discredit them! Unfortunately the
statistical evidence, at least for telepathy,
is overwhelming.”





This week in Psychological Science

I “Turning Body and Self Inside Out: Visualized Heartbeats Alter Bodily
Self-Consciousness and Tactile Perception”

I “Aging 5 Years in 5 Minutes: The Effect of Taking a Memory Test on Older
Adults’ Subjective Age”

I “The Double-Edged Sword of Grandiose Narcissism: Implications for Successful
and Unsuccessful Leadership Among U.S. Presidents”

I “On the Nature and Nurture of Intelligence and Specific Cognitive Abilities: The
More Heritable, the More Culture Dependent”

I “Beauty at the Ballot Box: Disease Threats Predict Preferences for Physically
Attractive Leaders”

I “Shaping Attention With Reward: Effects of Reward on Space- and Object-Based
Selection”

I “It Pays to Be Herr Kaiser: Germans With Noble-Sounding Surnames More Often
Work as Managers Than as Employees”



This week in Psychological Science

I N = 17
I N = 57
I N = 42
I N = 7,582
I N = 123+ 156+ 66
I N = 47
I N = 222,924









The larger discussion

Charles Murray: “To me, the experience of early childhood intervention programs
follows the familiar, discouraging pattern . . . small-scale experimental efforts [N = 123
and N = 111] staffed by highly motivated people show effects. When they are subject
to well-designed large-scale replications, those promising signs attenuate and often
evaporate altogether.”

James Heckman: “The effects reported for the programs I discuss survive batteries of
rigorous testing procedures. They are conducted by independent analysts who did not
perform or design the original experiments. The fact that samples are small works
against finding any effects for the programs, much less the statistically significant and
substantial effects that have been found.”



Let us have
the serenity to embrace the variation that we cannot reduce,

the courage to reduce the variation we cannot embrace,
and the wisdom to distinguish one from the other.


